20 November 2020

QUIZ Plc
(“QUIZ” or the “Group”)
Store Update

QUIZ, the omni-channel fashion brand, notes the latest restrictions in certain areas of Scotland whereby nonessential retail will be closed from today at 6pm until 2 December.
Further to this, the status of the Group’s stores and concessions is:
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The health and safety of QUIZ employees and customers remains the Group’s top priority and our stores and
concessions will continue to operate in strict accordance with social distancing requirements and with additional
hygiene measures.
The Group has placed and will continue to place all store and concession colleagues on furlough where there
has been an enforced closure.
QUIZ’s website, quizclothing.co.uk, as well as the websites of many of QUIZ’s trading partners, will continue to
serve customers. In order to service its own website sales, the Group’s Distribution Centre in Glasgow will
operate in strict accordance with all health authority guidance.
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Notes:
This announcement contains inside information for the purposes of Article 7 of Regulation (EU) No 596/2014.
About QUIZ:
QUIZ is an omni-channel fashion brand, specialising in occasion wear and dressy casual wear. QUIZ delivers a
distinct proposition that empowers its fashion forward customers to stand out from the crowd.

QUIZ's buying and design teams constantly develop its own product lines, ensuring the latest glamorous looks
at value prices. This fast, flexible supply chain, together with the winning formula of style, quality, value and
speed-to-market has enabled QUIZ to grow rapidly into an international brand with stores, concessions,
franchise stores, wholesale partners and international online partners in 22 countries.
QUIZ operates through an omni-channel business model, which encompasses online sales, standalone stores,
concessions, international franchises and wholesale arrangements.
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